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Abstract
The m.in goal of this work was to strdy and anallze th€ net\rork data traffic ol thc flniv€rsitv of Dhaka and ro estimate th€ Hurst
parameter to assess the degree of s€lf similariiy in the data traffic. For this verification a number of tests and rnrlyses w€re
performed on the data collected from the tlnir€rs;ll Grt':w:ry rout€r. Ihe conclusions were supported by r rigorous sratisticrl
analys;s of 75 millions ofdatapacketsofhighqualityEthernettrafficmeasurenrent.ro rcredbehlcen{ug.0TandMarch'08and
th€ dau 

'Ycrc 
analyz€d using both visual and statist;cnl experimentatioD. Busy hour trallic and non-busy hour tr!fficj both 1rere

consider€d. All the program codes lvere writt€n using MATLAB and can be us€d as an ercell€nt tool to determire the degree ofself-
\imildril\ in a nrl$ork ! dri:r tratfic.
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L I\t-rioDtjcrloN
According to Scluoeder l1]: 'The unifyinr concept
unde ying fiactals, chaos and pou'er laws is self- simiiality
(SS). Self simrlarity or invatiance, against changes in scale
or size, is an attribute of nnny laws of nature and
irmumerable phenomena in the world around us. Self,
similarity is, in fact, one of the decisive synmetnes that
:::ape our universe and our effofts to complehend it.'

.\ phenomenon that is self-similar looks the same or behaves
:l:e samc rvhen vierved at different deglees of
:nasnificatiol'1" or different scales on a dimension. Thc

jrmension can be space (length, width) or time. For
.!o,rhastic objects like time series, SS is used in the
lrsnibutional sense: when viewed at varying scales, the
,rb.;ect's distibution Iennins unchanged [2j. A stochastic
lrocess x (t) is statistically self-sirnilar with parameter II (0.5
'i H ! 1) if fol any reai a > 0 the process r-;{ r rhas the
jamc statistical propefties as r. 'Ihis relationship may be
expressed by the following three conditions:

. Etx(t)l- Elx(at)J 
7 u"

. Varfx(t)]- Varlx(at)] 
7 u,"

R (at, as)l
. R.(t,s)- x / 

orrr

II. THEoRETTcAL BAcKGRot:ND
There are a number of ways to measure the H parameter of a

self similar process. In this work tlvo dilferent tecbniques
have been used.
A. l/ariance time plot;

From statistical point of view, the most salient featur.e of a

self-sirnilar process is that the va ance of the aggregated
sample decreases more slorvly than the reciprocal of the
sample size as shown in Figure 1. The figure, also called
'variance time (V-T) plot', shows a theoretical comparative
study benveen a self-similar and a normal process.

The so-called varrrzrce-tire plots can be obtained by plotting
log [var(X(rr)] against log(r?), whele /,? denotes the levcl of
aggregation, and by fitting a simple least squares line
through the resulting points in the plane, ignoring the small
values for nr l3l, [41.

The slope of the straight line is a chalacteristic of SS. For'
nost processes such as Poisson, the slope of the variance
tine plot is approximately equal to -1 and diminishes qurte
rapidly as the sampie sizc is increased but lor SS process, the
variance decreases very siou,ly cven when the sample size
grows quite large with a slope value far greater than -1.
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Fig. l: Decay of Variance with respect to Samplc size between a

Normal and a Self-similar process.

fhe variance decay lrke n0 [or- 'ome p . (0. l]. rnsread of
Irke n' for lhe processes whose aggregated series converge
to second-order plue noise. Slope values close to -1 indicates
weak self similality while the value close to 0 indicates a
shonger self similarity [5]. Here p is a parameter which is
relaled 1o Hurst parameter by the relarrnn

(mean)

(variance)

(autocorelation)

The parameter f/ ls known as the 'Hurst parameter' and is a

key measure of self-similarity (SS). More precisely, F/ is a

measure of the persistence of statistical phenomenon and is a

measure of the length of long nnge dependence l3l of a i
stochaslic process. In this paper, the self-similarity paran.reter' 

.=
or the H parameter of lJniversity of Dhaka network data

tralfic is measured. Besides this. a similar network was

coDsidered that generates random data and the chamcteristics

of the randomly generated data was compaled to the actual

network to plove its failure of showing th€ Ijurst effect.

The organization of this paper is as follorvs: section II
summarizes the theoretical demonshation of various nethods
to estimate the HuISt parameter. Section III provides the

expedmentation methodology, the network model and the

collected data. In section IV, the results for various tests are

summarized. Finally, the concluding remarks are presented

in secfion V
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H: I (p/2) (1)

B. R/S sttllislics

Fol a given set of obseryations (X1 : k = 1,2, ..., n) with
sample mean X(n) and sample variance S2(n), the rescaled

adjusted range or R/S statistic is grveD by l5ll

R(a) - -l Lrra\(u.r'r....!r, r- rrit{0.h....h,,l r.2}

S(a) .l(ii) -

Where,

$,k : (X, + X, + ...+ Xk) KX,,fork=1,2...n (3)

Hurst found that many naturally occu[ing time set ies can be

well represented by the relation 16 , 7l:

E fR (n)/S (n)l - c nrr. as n +.o (4)

Here 'H' is called Hurst parameter & its value is about 0.73,

and 'c' is a tinitc positive constant that does not depend on n.

OD the otber i]and. ifthc obscrvalions X k come from a short-
range dependent modcl. then Mandelbrot ald Van t.\ess [8]
showed that:

E [R (n)/S (n)] - d n"', as n*"o (5)

Here, d is a finite positive eonstant, independent ofn.

R/S plot is an excellent way of testing self-similarity &
estimating the Hurst parameter in which the R/S statistic for
different values of n (block size) is ploned n'ith a 1og scale

on each axis. If time series is self-simiiar, the resulting plot
will havc a shaight llne shape with a slope H that is greater

than 0.5 and less than 1 as shown in Figure 2.

-
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Fig.2: R/S plol (The slope givcs the H paramcter)

For a shofi-range dependent process, value of H is

approximateiy 0.5. A value ofH = 0.5 indjcates the absence

of long-range dependence. For a long-range dependent i.e.,

seli similal process, value ofH is given by: 0.5 < H < 1. The

closer H is to 1, the greatel the degree ofpersistence or long-
range dependence. The difference is generally lelened to as

Hurst Effect or Hrust Phenomenon.

III. TESTS & ANALYSIS

A. 'lhe n elrtc n.)tlitot ing tool

1he monitoring system used to collect the data fbr the

present study is software nan.red 'WIRESHARK', which
copies all packets seen on tlte Ethemet under study with
accurate timestamps, and will do so for very long runs

without intemption. The monitor was downioaded from the

website www. wireshark.com
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B Net\/ork enri'onnent in the Llni.,,ersity of Dhaka

There are 10 faculties, 51 departments, 9 institutes. l8
residential halls and hostels and 18 different research centers
present in DU. All of these are equipped witl') the internet
facility. So, it is a large enough network to handle massive

amount of data packets fol such krnd of experimentation.
The backbone of the University of Dhaka netwotk, obtarned

with the special pennission of the director of the IIT of
University of Dhaka is presented in Figure 3. The CISCO
7204VXR louter is used as the backbone router. The traffic
is mainly divided into three parts between nerv science

building, Culzon I-Iall and the register building. Wift further
investigations additional inlomation were obtained about the

campus nelwork as shown in the following Figure 3.

C. Collection of ddta.

Data were collected fol two diffelent time duratiolts at two
different times of the year as summarized in table 1. l'be '35

minute duration' data was considered'non-busy hour traffic'
since the University rvas closed duling time ofcollection and

only a few departmental offices rvele open, while other
educational activities were suspended. The '3 hour duration'
data was considered 'busy-hour haffic' smce the can-tpus

activities were on full swing during that time and the data

was captued during the "busiest ti111e" ofthc day. As a rcsult

the two captured data series acted as an excellent candidate
to represent two extreme conditions for the university
network traffic.
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Fig. 3: The backbone of DU Campus Network.
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Table 1i Trallic Measurement Records of Uniyersity of
Dhaka Network (Captured from Institute of Inlbrmation
Technologv)

Measurement period Total no. ofpackets

22''d August 2007
Start ofhace: 11:17 am
End oftrace: 1 1:52 am

Total 35 minutes

1,074,588

8rr'March 2008
Sta oftrace: 10:30 am
End oftrace: 01:30 pm

Total 3 hours

74,5s8.988

Table 1 summarizes the captured data fiom *,hich it is seen
that the'35 minute duration' data contalned almost I r.nillion
data packets $hile the data which was collected for a

dumtion of 3 hours contained a massive 75 millions data
packets and hcnce could be used for any rigorous analysis.
MATLAB program codes were writlen for the analysis and
estimation of the collected data and various expenments
were performed (descdbed in section II).

D. 7'esl nunrber I l/drid ce-Time plol test

For the non busy hour traffic, the variance of the aggregated
series rs plotted against the aggregated sample from the
collected data. A random data of the same size was also
generated to compare the variance time plot of the random
data with that of the experimental data haffic. The random
data tlaffic is obtained by using a random number generating
program. Both the variance time plots are shown in Figure 4.

AggregatioD Level 'm'

Fig. ,l: V-T plots for non busy hour traffic (35 minute duratron
data) along with thc V-T plot for random data ofthe same size.

ln Figure 4, the upper line (blue) represents the varrance-time
plot for the experimental data obtained from the DU network
u hile the lower line (red) represents vadance-time depiction
for the random data generated using random number
senerator code. It is clearly seen from Figure 4 that the V-T
plot for real data decays (i.e., reaches towards zero) more
slo\\ 1y than the random data.

t he slope of the lower (red) line is calculated and the value
is rpproximately - 1.0197 which is a clear indication of
::rdom data. The result agrees rvith the theory as the data
i:, :ndeed generated using randon number generator code.

On the contrary, lor tlle upper line in Figure 4 the slope was
calculated lor lhee drflc|ent ponron..

Between points A and B the slope is approx = - 0.477

Between points B and C the slope is applox = - 0.355

Between points A and C the slope is approx = - 0.412

In this case the slope had drllerent value for differcnt region
and though it was seen that the real data had a slowly
decaying variance but the parameter B could not be readily
estimated due to the noniinearity in the curve. However, this
variance time plots were generated for the non busy hour
traffic containing almost 1,074,588 numbers ofpackets.

In order to obtain a more accurate value of B, the analysis
was repeated fol the 3 hour data containing 74,558.9E8
packets and the resulted V-T plot is shown in Figure 5. In
this case, the slope of the iower line (r'andom data) is
approximately - 0.99 as is expected fiom random data. For
the experimental data (red line in this case):

Aggregatior) l.er,.l'rr

Fig, 5: V-T plots for busy hour traffic (l hour duration data) along
\r.lhll.eV Tplot "or randorn di-rta of the.arne'ize

ln this case, for the €xperimental data (upper lile in figure
5):

Between points A and B the slope is approx = 0.31

Between points B and C the slope is apptox = 0.21

Between points A and C the slope is approx : - 0.29

Hence, the actual value of I is approximately -0.29 and is

more accwate because the line is more linear and almost any
region in the line had a slope of value ciose to 0.29.

E:titnduon oI the H rrsinl i - [ plot
'H' is estimated by putting th" I'aiue of 0 in equation ( 1):

H = (1 - 0.412 I 2): 0.794 (i.rl J0 minutes data)

H = (1 - 0.290 / 2) = 0.855 (fcr the 3 hour data)

E. Test nunber 2; R/S stdtistics

Matlab codes where written for perfornring the fuS analysis
on the experimental data and the result is shown in Figure 6.

a
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Fig.6: Measurement ofthe slope fionl the RIS plot.

The yalue of the slope for larger samples, i.e. the value of the
Hrust parameter was ibund to be.

H = 0.87

lV. Rf,sriLT

From the V,T plot test, for both the busy hour.traffic and non
bu"y houl traffic thc dJta $as.cen to haue a ,lou lr dcc.riing
variance and the estimate ofthe HURST parameter was,

LI: 0.794 (35 minute s traffic)

. H=0.855 ( 3 hour traffic)

l.rom the R/S analysis, the value obtained for the I-Iust
patametcr was,

H = 0.87

V.CoNCLrrsroN

ln this work, two methods were used for estimatinp the value
of Hurst parameter and the value was founcl The estimated
values of the Hurst pammeter from these tests were found to
be perfectly in the predicted range. The network data traffic
of University of Dhaka was characterized which may be
fuither used to make improvements over this network.
Following concluding renarks are made:

As seen from the two tests. the estimated value ofthe
Hurst paraneter is not same. For the V-T plot test
the estimated value of H was in the range of 0.794
0.855 but for R/S statistics test the estinated value of
H was 0.E7. Thus, relying only on the results of any
single test for the Hurst parameter is likelv to <iraw a
false conclusion and should never be used for
plaruring and modeling, no matter how sound the
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theoretical backing is for the estimatot in question. I1

is proposed to perform at least two tests for the
estimation of Hurst pamnleter and to choose that
value ofH for design, modeling and planning, which
is capable of dealing the wolst case scenado.

. While simple filtering techniques are suggested in
the literatue for improving the perfomDnce of Hurst
parameter estimatiol], they had little or no effect on
the data analyzed iD this paper.

r -fhe value of the Hurst parameter is tlpically a

function ofthe overall utilization of tlte Ethemet and
can be used for measuring the "burstiness,' of the
traffic (namely. the burstier the traffic the higher f/).

. H varies with tlre length of the data as well as with
the time at which they are collected.

. Major components of Ethemet LAN traffic such as
external LAN taffic or external TCp traffic share
the same self-sinrilar cl.raracteristics as the overall
LAN fraffic.
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